Basic adjectives for things

1. The flowers are beautiful.
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
4. ______________________
5. ______________________
6. ______________________
7. ______________________
8. ______________________
9. ______________________
10. ______________________
11. ______________________
12. ______________________
13. ______________________
14. ______________________
15. ______________________

- heavy
- late
- long
- dry
- empty
- expensive
- cheap
- cloudy
- crowded
- beautiful
- boring
- busy
- modern
- new
- loud
Basic adjectives for things answers

1 The flowers are beautiful.
2 The movie is boring.
3 Her office is busy.
4 The gas is cheap.
5 The sky is cloudy.
6 The park is crowded.
7 The ground is dry.
8 The box is empty.
9 The backpack is heavy.
10 The bus is late.
11 The road is long.
12 The music is loud.
13 The car is new.
14 The shoes are expensive.
15 The house is modern